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Abstract
© 2015, Econjournals. All rights reserved. The article deals with the study of official segment of
national, Tatar, internet sector. Two parts can be distinguished there: Theoretical and practical.
The first part provides the definition of minority Internet, which underlines its dichotomous
nature, the websites of Tatnet (Tatar internet), proceeding from the functional purpose of digital
resources, the segments are provided (official, media, cognitive, social), the types of relations
between the language contents are distinguished (main, parity,  slightly inferior,  secondary,
nominal).  The  practical  part  contains  the  results  of  complex  linguistic  monitoring  of  317
websites of  official  segment of  national  Tatar Internet,  that took place in June of  2014, it
provided a conclusion, that, at present, the status of Tatar language in the Internet-space is out
of line with the status of state language of the Tatarstan Republic and needs more efficient
support measures and the purposeful policy, aimed at consolidation of its positions.
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